PEWLEAD

DISCOVER MEMBERSHIP

PATH TO MEMBERSHIP
CONCEPT
Every Pastor and Church is faced with the crucial task of moving someone through the journey
from knowledge of a church to becoming a member in a church. In most churches, the way this
happens is often unclear and the success rate of assimilating people plummets to levels that we
don’t care to admit.
We feel that every church can improve their success rate of retaining people by putting together a
membership process that everyone can participate in. The earlier that you can connect someone
to your church in a meaningful way increases your potential of keeping them in your church.
Developing a path to membership is essential in your goal to connect people.
PEWLEAD works closely with churches to develop this crucial next step. The path to
membership can be very simple to initiate and continue for years of growth. Using the Path of
Life Curriculum will allow you to have a workable pathway in less than a week.

Imagine being able to point every guest, attendee, new convert or transfer to a single starting
point required for membership. Anyone desiring to become a member of your church can be
pointed in the same direction for membership.
The Path of Life Curriculum includes the following;
*
1 – New Life Experience Class – everyone has to take this class before being
considered for membership. In this class, there is an explanation of church
belief, church expectation of members, church benefits and opportunities
to serve in a Service Ministry Area.
*
2 – New Life Expression Class – After completing the New Life Experience
Class, fulfilling the requirements given, and having a New Birth
Experience, new members are allowed to participate in this class, which
reviews what it means to be a living expression of God, the requirements
to be considered as a voting member of the church and the opportunities of
serving in a Spirit Ministry Area.
*
3 – The Covenants of New Life Experience and New Life Expression
*
4 – Basic Service Ministry Descriptions
*
5 – Basic Spirit Ministry Descriptions
If you would like more information about how PEWLEAD can assist you in developing your
church’s path to membership, please contact us at 630-777-2719 or george@pewlead.org.
We look forward to working with you.
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